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Marshall-Wythe School of Law College of William & Mary 
Vol. VI, No. 10 Williamsburg, Virginia 
SBA Board's First Attempt 
To Increase Dues Fails 
The issue of whether to raise 
the mandatory SBA dues 
dominated the meeting of the 
Student Bar Association on 
February 18, when the 
referendum , which was 
supposed to definitely settle the 
question , failed to achieve the 
constitutionally requisite 
number to gi-ve it binding effect. 
According to the SBA 
Constitution, for a referendum 
result to bind the Board, over 50 
per cent of the student members 
must vote. As only 48 per cent of 
the student body voted in the 
February 18 referendum, the 
result was only " advisory." 
Despite the fact that the 
advisory vote ran 122 in favor 
and 82 opposed to the $2 per 
semester raise a majority of the 
question was raised whether a $2 
increase in SBA dues' would 
result in a $2 decrease in BSA 
funding . 
In a compromise effort, a $1 
per semester increase was 
introduced and adopted . This 
latter plan came under attack by 
the Judicial Council , as noted 
later . 
According to reports , two 
representatives who voted with 
the majority have been 
prevailed upon to " swing over" 
once spending guides are 
promised· and the $2 per 
semester Increase was planned 
to be finally enacted (barring a 
referenduro - which any 25 
students can demand by 
petition). 
Board declined to approve the However , on Thursday , 
plan, by a vote of five to four . February 19. two members of 
of the majority of the students at 
Ma rsha ll -Wythe , would be 
unconstitutional. 
In practical effect, this means 
that the $1 per semester increase 
is voided. and the implication is 
that further Board action could 
result in impeachments. 
Because Vice-President for 
Business Affairs W.J . Carter 
earlier informed Strong that a 
deadline for an increase 
proposal was due yesterday, 
and, due to the time requirement 
of ten days set by the SBA 
Constitution and By'laws before 
any referendum may be held, 
any action on increasing SBA 
dues must wait until next year. 
At this writing Strong is 
appealing to Carter for an 
extension of the deadline 
allow time for another 
referendum . 
Professor Brion was recently 
appointed to chair the seven-
member State Water Control 
and Resources Board. This 
F('bruary 2-1. 1976 
organization, on which Brion has ' 
served since 1972. is responsible 
for Virginia's water resources 
and pollution. 
Reasons for the rejection ran the Judicial Council informed 
from a feeling that the amount SBA President Guy Strong, in an C 'l E + d D dr /-=e:e,d~~ an~~Cdu~ftl~~uafe :~~~~~~~~~~~~t~:;~,::~~~~t~~~ ounel X len S ,ea line 
spending guides. At one point the SBA Board alone , without a vote __ 
Unwelcome Response For 1976 Editor Appncants 
Because of the early date for publishing the paper, and outline especially urged to attend . TO Property SW-Itch spring vacation this year, the the major responsibilities of the Formats for letters of I ~ Publications Council has editorial position . applica tion will also be 
extended the deadline for editor discussed . 
By John Tilhou 
As is evident to all first year 
student, the administration has 
pulled "Ie grande shuffle" by 
combining the two Property Law 
sections into one class "en 
masse" . The second semester 
began with the unwelcome news . 
that all 148 first year students 
would have to endure the rest of 
the year in one vastly over 
crowded class. The response 
was less than enthusiastic. 
class. And vocal they have been , 
about both the switch itself and 
the handling (or mishandling) of 
the situation by the 
administration. Most students 
seem a bit incredulous at the 
fact that is is impossible to find a 
suitable temporary instructor. A 
question also arises as to why 
this problem was not foreseen 
early enough to make the 
necessary adjustments. 
applications to March 15. Any student interested in Students unable to attend 
As stated in an earlier edition working with the newspaper is should contact Margaret Askew 
of the Amicus, all candidates for invited to attend. Those who before spring vacation for 
Amicus editor-in-chief should have contemplated applying for information on the editor 
submit a letter of application, the editor-in-chief position are position. 
The move was necessitated 
because of a squeeze in faculty 
personnel resulting indirectly 
from the inability to find a full-
time Dean for Marshall-Wythe 
(only recently rectified ). Acting-
Dean Fischel", who would 
normally have been the 
instructor for the Legal 
Accounting class, was unable to 
teach the class because of his 
administrative duties. Since 
Professor Brion was already 
ticketed for another teaching 
assignment, Professor Madison 
stepped into the void . All of this 
maneuvering left Professor 
Williamson to go it alone. And so 
began the all toofutiIe search for 
a temporary replacement that 
would fiII the vacancy . 
Marshall-Wythe 's professed 
aim to provide a quality 
education suddenly becomes 
suspect when a move such as 
this is made. As it is obvious to 
all that the smaller sections 
provide increased participation 
and communication, where then 
is the justification for the 
placement of 148 students in one 
classroom and the expectation 
that they come away with the 
necessary understanding of 
property law.? 
In spite of the circumstances 
that Professor Williamson has 
setting forth in general tlieir 
qualifications, to W. Wilford 
Kale, chairman of the College 
Publications Council, at Box 409, 
Williamsburg. 
Letters of application may be 
accompanied by a "limited 
num ber" of letters of 
recommendation. There is no 
formal application form; 
applicants are encouraged to set 
forth their qualifications in their 
own manner. 
The Publications Council will 
hold an open hearing on all 
candidates for all campus 
publications on March 23 at 7 
p.m. Applicants will be 
interviewed and otherwise 
questioned at this meeting, with 
non-Council members able to 
participate. 
found himself in because of the Final selection of editors will 
mismanagement, there is a be announced prior to April 1. 
general feeling that he has made Following selection, the Amicus 
the best of this bad situation . As editor will work with the current 
a result, much of the criticism editor-in-chief on the last two 
has subsided with the passage of issues of this year. 
time, yet many remain bitter For those in the Law School 
The justification given by the due to the feeling of being who are unsure of what goes on 
administration has been powerless as to this preparing a newspaper, an open 
subjected to much criticism by administrative decision . One meeting will - be held on 
the students who have been wonders if the first year students February 25 (tomorrow) at 3 
herded into one mass section. should have deducted a p.m . in Room 103 of RogersHail, 
The most vocally dissatisfied corresponding amount from the Amicus office. At this 
students were those who had their second semester tuition meeting, staff members will 
~I) jl) Madisoo:s' small section , . paY!1!~l!t15 , .... .... ... , . . ... . .. describe the work involved in 
House Bill Changes 
Character Certificates 
The Virginia House of 
Delegates February 5 approved 
House Bill 273 which would 
remove from the deans of the 
Virginia law schools the 
responsibility of certifying that a 
prospective bar examination 
candidate is of honest demeanor 
and good moral character. 
Instead, the bill would place 
this responsibility in the judge of 
the circuit court of the county 
wherein the candidate resides. 
The candidate would . be 
required to file a certificate with 
the court attesting that he meets 
the ethical, age and resident 
requirements. The judge would 
then appoint three attorneys to 
conduct an investigation of the 
candidates' moral character and 
fitness. On the basis of this 
investigative report, which is not 
binding, the judge would then 
make a final determination as to 
the acceptibility of the 
candidate. 
The dean of the candidate's 
law school would only have the 
responsibility of certifying that 
the candidate will complete the 
degree requirements within 
three months of the date of the 
bar examination. 
In a letter addressed to his 
House colleagues , Delegate 
George Grayson (delegate for 
Williamsbur'g and a Marshall-
Wythe student ) espressed 
criticism of the bill . Grayson 
asserted that more likely than 
not. the dean and professors of 
the candidate 's law school were 
,in a much better position to 
evaluate his character than 
would be a judge and local 
attorneys . 
Grayson also noted that the 
bill appeared to be a slap in the 
faee of the law school deans. He 
charged that the bill would in 
effect say to the deans, that "we 
don't have confidence in your 
ability to render judgements 
concerning students." 
The bill was passed by a vote 






House Bill Is Unwelcome 
A bill introduced in the Virginia House of Delegates on 
February 2 could change the structure of funding for student 
activities, if adopted. 
House Bill 547, the entire text of which follows, would 
forbid collection or assessment of~a student activity fees at 
William and Mary unless a majority of 40 per cent of the 
students enrolled approved such a fee. 
If less than 40 per cent of the student body voted in the 
election, another election could be held within 60 school days. 
If less than 40 per cent voted at the second election, or the 
majority of over 40 per cent did not approve the collection of a 
student fee , than no such fee would be collectable until the 
next academic year. 
Any student could, under the proposed bill, refuse to pay 
an assessed student activity fee. However, a student dec~ining 
to pay the fee would be required to pay for any particular 
activity or event he attends. 
The bill, if adopted, could cause a multitude of problems 
for student organizations. Even if the student activity fee was 
approved by the student body, there would probably be some 
students who would elect not to pay the student fee. 
A non-paying student, theoretically, would then be 
required to pay for SBA functions, lectures sponsored by 
activity fee supported organizations, even for each copy of the 
campus newspapers he reads. 
The problems involved in ascertaining whether a student 
is fee-paying or not, and how much non-paying students must 
pay for each individual activity, would be immense. Added to 
this is monitoring events to check whether participants have 
paid their activity fees. 
Distribution of campus newspapers would become im-
possible if it were necessary to charge a price for issues read 
by students electing not to pay an activity fee . 
In addition, org9.nizations would be uncertain of the 
amount of funding they could receive. The budgets of each 
organization would depend upon how many students pay the 
activity fee. This would mean that no general budgeting -
would be possible until after the College had processed the 
student tuition and determined how much money was 
available. 
The entire procedure would create confusion and un-
certainty in the budgeting of each organization. Also, if the 
BSA decided to budget organizations, especially graduate 
organiza tions, according to the amount received from 
students in the particular colleges, the whole procedure would 
be a real mess. 
The bill was introduced in the House by Delegates 
Durrette and Callahan, and referred to the Committee on 
Education. Now is the time for organizations to write the 
committee and express their opinions, pointing out the 
ramifications of the proposed bill. The Publications Council 
has already expressed its views but more than one 
organization should write and point out the problems the bill, 
if passed. would cause. 
The text of House Bill 547 reads as follows: ' Be it 
enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia: 1. That the 
Code of Virginia is amended by adding a section numbered 23-
3.1 as follows: Sec. 23-3 .1. A. No student activity fee may 
be assessed or collected at any State institution of higher 
learning unless the assessment of such a fee has been ap-
proved by a majority vote of the students enrolled in such 
institution in an election held thereon during the regular 
academic year in which at least forty per centum of such 
students vote. If less than forty per centum of such students 
vote in such election, one additional election on the question 
mav be held within sixty school days of the first election in the 
same academic year. 
B. If less than forty per centum of such students vote in 
the second election or if the fee was not approved by majority 
vote in the first election with forty per centum of such 
students voting , no election may again be held on the question · 
until the next regular academic year. 
C. If the assessment of a student activity" fee be approved 
as provided in subsection A. the board of visitors or other 
governing bod) of the institution may fix revise from time to 
time. and collect such a fee for not longer than four academic 
years unless another election on the question is held and the 
assessment of a student activity fee is again approved as 
provided in subsection A. 
D. Any student at any institution where a student activity 
fee is approved and assessed may refuse to pay the fee. Any 
student refusing to pay the fee shall be charged a reasonable 
fee for any particular activity or event in which he par-
ticipates to the extend that the cost thereof would otherwise 
be paid by means of such student activity fee. 
E. As used in the section, "student activity fee" means a 
fee paid by students at a State institution of higher learning, 
the receipts of which are used to defray, in whole or in part, 
the cost of providing recreational, educational, cultural or 
social activities Jor students attending such institutions. 
. , . ... . .. -.. . 
February 24, 1976 Amicus Curiae 




To The Editor: 
After having spoken with those 
editors of both graduate and 
undergraduate publications, the 
apathetical attitude taken 
towards the position of editor for 
next year's media amazes me. 
Having been informed one of this 
issue's articles will deal with the 
anticipated effects on most 
aspects of college life if the 
Virginia legislature passes 
House Bill 547, I shall noi dwell 
on the bill itself. I would like to 
emphasize if the bill is ·drafted 
we might foresee the 
disappearance of most of our 
university s publications, both 
graduate and undergraduate. 
Last year the tri-editors of the 
Lawyer submitted a letter to the 
Publica tions Council requesting 
discontinuance of said 
publication. The Council was 
opposed to the revitalization of 
the Lawyer by the 
Environmental Law Group on 
the grounds of using student 
funds for a publication that no 
longer existed for another type 
of media. When the 
Int.ernational Law Society , 
Environmental Law Group, 
Black American Law Students 
Association , and Mary and 
William Society proposed to 
revise the publication under a 
broad-interest group 
orientation. the Council 
unanimously agreed to refund 
the Lawver. 
According to the recent 
decision agreed upon between 
the BSA and Pub Council any 
lackadaisical attitudes taken 
towards publications relating to 
the continuance of such media 
may result in discontinuance , be 
the publication graduate or 
undergraduate. The Amicus. for 
one. has seen dramatic change 
since its first publication in 1969 
and I would be disappointed to 
witness its disappearance. 
Unless editors recruit for their 
replacements or ihterested 
parties fail to show their interest 
in the positions, the Publications 
Council may have unanticipated 
Commentaries 
Needed 
The - Amicus has been 
unsuccessful lately finding 
faculty members willing to write 
faculty commentaries for each 
issue. We appreciate those who 
ha \'e written in the past, and 
understand that time limitations 
prohibit some from writing 
commentaries. We thought 
perhaps we have not been 
contacting those who are willing 
and want to write for the 
Amicus. In that case, the 
Amicus wants to extend an 
invitation to all faculty members 
to write a commentary for the 
remaining issues this spring. 
Topics are entirely of the choice 
of the professor and can be as 
long or short as desired. If any 
member of the faculty has a 
commentary he wants to publish 
in the Amicus, please leave a 
message signifying your interest 
in the Amicus box in the main 
office. All commentaries 
submitted are welcome . 
topics to discuss at our meeting 
on 23 March. Our budget is quite 
limited and the prospects for 
funding new publications are 
digr:t\nother incident such as 
that recently incurred with the 
Lawyel' would seriously iInpair 
the creation and or revitalization 
of any graduate publications. 
I urge those of you who are 
interested in editorial positions 
on your publications to contact 
either the editor of that 
publication or else myself and 
voice your interest no later than 
19 March. The publications 
belong to us all and their future 
may lie in the hands of those who 




. Publications Council 
facilities. Although I have 
developed a crusty cynicism 
during my stay here, I am 
amazed by the boundless 
selfishness of fellow students et 
al.. shown by their library 
practices, e.g.: 
1. ot reshelving reporters 
digests , a~d law reviews; 
~_ Keeping looseleaf volumes 
on personal carrels; 
_ 3. Scattering Shepard 's 
volumes all over the place . . 
Wrath Vented 
Against Misuse 
I refuse to believe that people 
supposedly bright enough to be 
in Law School could fail to 
realize how their discourtesies 
aggravate the problem of 
researching in the main library. 
A case cannot be read until the 
reporter is located ; a looseleaf 
service is incomplete if all 
volumes are not accessible ; a 
case cannot be Shepardized 
without consulting the 1973-75 
supplement. Is that so hard to 
comprehend? 
It has gotten to the point where 
I'm beginning to take this hassle . 
very personally. Those who 
can ' t get off their 
pseudoprofessional asses and 
reshelve their books are no 
Of Law Library 
To the Editor: . 
I have chosen this medium to 
vent my wrath against people 
who abuse our limited . library 
amici of mine. 
Bill Flynn 






The Placement Office requests that any student who has ac-
cepted employment complete this form and either take the 
form to the Placement -Office or drop in the Placement box in 
the General Office. 
Name 
••• • ••••• • •••••• ' : ' •• • ••••• •• •• • ••••• • ••••••• • •• • ••• • ••••• 0, 
J have accepted a position with: 
Firm Name 
. ................... . ........... . . . -................ . . . 
Address .............. . .......................................... . 
'-------------------------:-----' 
............................................................................. 
1976 Spring Semester 
January 12 (Mon.) Beginning of Classes (8 a.m.) 
January 19 (Mon,) Last Day for Course Changes 
February 7 (Sat.) Charter Day (11 a,.m.) 
March 5 (Fri.) Beginning of Spring Recess 
April 26-May 8 (Mon.-Sat.) Examination Period 





















A dVl'rtisillg ~f anager 
Judy Humphries 
CirclIlation ill anager 
Staff: Wally Kleindienst, Richard Foster, Barb Kimble, 
Tony Nester, Jane Hickey, Kathy King Anne Gordon 
Greever, Virginia Perry, Steve Ormond Terry GrinDalds 
Teddy Grt!ene, Diane Pomeroy Su~ Brannan Rick 
Ada:ms, Wi1Iaf~y McKenna, Gar; Howard, Jim 'Ronca, 
Craig Lane, BilI Dozier. ' 
0l!inil;IDS expressed in by-lined articles and initialed edi~orlals do not necessarily represent those of the Edi-
torial Board. The .Editorial Board reserves the right to 
edit aU c~py for space and policy considerations. Letters 
to the editor and other submissions are encouraged. 
The Amicus Curiae, serving the students faculty and 
staff of the Marshall-~ythe School of La.~, is pubUsbed 
everr other we~k dunng the academic year by the Pub-
lications Council of the College of William and Mary. 
icus Curiae 24, 1976 
Commentary 
Ideas on Sar-Exam OHered 
For Change; Improvement 
By Guy Strong 
Being a third-year student I 
have watched with keen interest 
the agony of my class mates as 
they prepared with fearful dread 
for today s Virginia Bar Exam. 
The fact that I too am planning 
tb take a bar exam (in Illinois 
during July ) has caused me to 
spend some time, over the past 
several months , analyzing the 
purpose of these infamous tests 
and their validity in today's 
legal world. 
Becuase I am certainly no 
expert on the subject, I was 
hesitant to open myself up for 
the criticisms of those who are 
more knowledgeable . . However , 
because of the strength ' of my 
feelings and after some limited 
research I feel compelled to air 
my views on what I perceive as 
the true value of the modern bar 
examination in the bar 
admission process . 
It must be understood that the 
whole area of bar certifica tion is 
extremely complex. There 
exists in this country state bar 
requirements for , among other 
things. citizenship, age, 
charader , college and law 
school education, law student 
registration, reciprocity, and 
examination. 
Most of these requirements 
have been the centers of heated 
professional debates and court 
suits in recent years. As more 
minorities and liberally-minded 
individuals have sought 
admission to a traditionally 
,:"hite, conccrvntivc profcosion 
and as state bars have allegedly 
attempted to slow down the flood 
of new attorneys through the 
more stringent use of their 
standards the challenges to the 
status quo of bar certification 
have increased. 
While the bar exam will be the 
focal point of my comments 
here, there will be an effort 
made to touch on other 
admission requirements I 
consider to be directly related to 
the problems surrounding the 
exam itself. 
In order to understand why the 
exam exists as it presently does 
in most states one must look to 
an earlier period of American 
legal history . F ollowing the 
practice of the British bar, early 
American attorneys were 
admitted to the bar solely on the 
basis of a lengthy period of 
apprenticeship designated by 
most states. 
Later . after about 1820. a spirit 
of democracy for the common 
man. nuturect by the Jacksonian 
era. led to a lowering of 
standards for bar admission. 
This laxness , believe it or not . 
even led to a provision in the 1851 
Indiana-{:onstitution that "every 
person of good moral character. 
being a voter. shall be entitled to 
admission to practice a lw in all 
courts of justice." 
Meanwhile, local judges were 
empowered in many states to 
admit qualified applicants to bar 
practice after an oral exam in 
open court and in 1842 the 
Virginia legislature initiated the 
" diploma privilege" which 
allowed admission after 
graduation from recognized law 
schools. Thirty-five other states 
were to follow the Old 
Dominion's lead but the practice 
has recently fallen on hard 
ti!!!~. _ (Onl~_ _MissisSippi! 
Montana, West Virginia and 
Wisconsin retain the privilege 
today .) . 
Because of the lack of 
sufficient standards , the 
nonuniform control by local 
courts of admission , and the vast 
differences in the educational 
background,; of potential 
attorneys most states between 
1890 and 1920 followed 
Massachusetts' 1855 lead by 
adopting a required written 
examination that was to be 
administered and graded by a 
centralized examining board. 
.Thus , one of the goals of the 
bar. exam was to insure that 
candidates from various 
educational backgrounds had 
the knowledge and qualifications 
necessary for the competent 
practice of law. With that idea in 
mind the question looms as to 
whether that goal is still valid 
when over 90 percent of all 
American law students attend 
supposedly high quality 
American Bar Associa tion 
accredited schools with nearly 
identical standards for 
everything from library sea ting 
to class attendance . It is my 
opinion that the bar exam , as it 
is utilized by state bars in its 
present form is, to a certain 
extent, an antiquated hold-over 
from America's legal past. 
In support of that contention I 
would like to offer the following 
criticisms of bar exams and 
their role in the bar admission 
process. 
First of all , most law students 
and many law faculty feel the 
pressure to conform to the 
demands of the state bars as 
they operate within the legal 
educational system. Especially 
where most students in a law 
school take the local bar this is a 
prevalent problem which 
interrupts the free choice by 
students of subjects to be taken 
and by faculty of their emphasis 
\'iithin any subject area covered 
by the exam. Neither students 
nor facu lty should be locked . in 
educationally by the dictates of 
bar examiners many oL whom 
seem to be more interested in 
private law than public law and 
shun the proposal that any exam 
directed at specialized fields of 
expertise, like tax . are not 
desirable . 
• Another real problem is the 
lack of uniformity among the 
states in the kind and quality of 
the questions administered and 
the grading techn iques and goals 
used by ·examiners . The subject 
areas tested on a lso varies from 
state to state. In 1970 the subject 
areas most usually tested on 
ranged in number from nine in 
Florida to twenty-five in New 
York and Oklahoma! 
Forthermore, the pass rate for 
state bar exams varied from 34 
percent in Montana to 55 percent 
in California and 100 percent in 
North Dakota ! 
Even within a state pass rates 
can vary dramatically from 
year to _ ear. Such changes 
indica te differences in the 
difficulty of the exam questions 
or the grading criteria used by 
the examiners because the 
quality of the preparation and 
intelligence of those being 
examined probably would not 
change that much in a two or 
three year period. 
The multi-state bar exam, 
which is presently used by over 
forty states, offers some relief 
from these discrepencies, but it 
too has its problems and is at 
best only a partial solution. 
Directly connected with this 
lack of uniformity in testing, 
grading, and pass rat~ is the 
complex inflexible requirements 
for reciprocity which prevent 
the free movement of all 
attorneys , especially those who 
are recent law school graduates. 
With more uniformity in testing 
and grading reciprocity could be 
made a simpler process than it is 
currently. 
Of course , the time, labor , and 
expense required for cram 
courses and other study methods 
are substantial. Even the 
graduates of high quality schools 
who do not take cram courses 
have much more trouble passing 
most bar exams. If three years 
of legal study teaches what it 
should, such courses should not 
be .necessary. 
A rerun of material the 
student has already covered in a 
desperate effort to mass-
memorize everything necessary 
to pass makes little sense. 
Anyone who has ever 
memorized a language dialogue, 
much less the pertinent sections 
of the U.C.C .. knows that once 
the dreaded exam is over the 
information quickly fades unless 
it is used regularly. Besides, 
most wise attorneys are not 
prone. to giving dangerous curb-
:sIde aOv1ce. caretully 
researched facts and knowledge, 
not semi-rememberances , are 
the basis of any good attorney's 
successful practice. 
Evidently, the pri mary 
purpose of modern bar 
examinations is to gauge the 
competency of a student to 
practice law by testing his legal 
knowledge, his ability to make 
an analysiS of legal problems, 
and his ability to apply his legal 
knowledge while solving a legal 
problem as an attorney would . 
But, as a purely educational 
experience, the exam 's va lue is 
questionable . 
Because of the . secrecy that 
surrounds the grading of the 
exams in most states and the 
fact that few students ever see 
their graded papers, passing the 
exam, nDt learning from it. is the 
all-encompassing goal of thDse 
examined . Rather than a step in 
the student's progress toward 
being an effecthie and 
experienced practitioner the 
exam is an exercise in 
polevaulting techniques. The 
winners land in some sort of a 
legal Nirvana (although v,;th 
today's job market , it could just 
as well be the Poor House !) 
while the losers go back for more 
practice, brui ed and battered 
though they may be. 
The prDblems with the role of 
bar exams in the legal selectiDn 
process are numerous and the 
solutions, from my point of view, 
are no less complex. If one 
accepts as true the proposition 
that every aspect of one's legal 
education, including the bar 
exam should be directed 
entirely at realistically 
preparing a law student 'for legal 
practice I believe the following 
.suggestions would be considered 
.. aluable and pertinent. 
Risking the physical attacks of 
SBA President Guy Strong 
provides this week's com-
any violent "st~tes ' righters" 
left over from an earlier chapter 
in '\; irginia history , my first 
recommendatiDn is that the 
discrepancies in format , 
difficulty, length, legal areas 
covered, grading, and pass rates 
of bar exams given in the 
several states should be eased 
by the acceptance of more 
w1firom national requirements 
covering these subjects. 
The exam itself needs to be 
shortened and simplified. By 
directing its emphasis away 
from the present! requii'ed 
regUl:gitation of memorized 
facts and toward more pure 
analysis and legal reasoning the 
exam's value as a learning tool 
would be greatly increased. 
In add ition , after grading the 
exam should be made available 
to both those studenls who failed 
and passed for their 
enl ightenment and further 
education. The present low-key 
role of the bar examiner in 
personal interviews should be 
changed. One of the bar 
examiner' major goals should 
be to assist the student in 
understanding the strengths and 
weaknesses of his performance 
on the exam. This would be 
especially valuable to those who 
did not pass because they often 
don't understand whv they 
fai led. much less what they need 
to do in order to pa s on their 
next try. 
As fa r as I know most bar 
examiners are also practicing 
at torneys and the ir other 
responsibilities preclude them 
from spending excessive time 
spea king to tudents whose 
papers they haH g raded . 
Perhaps state bars need to hire 
full-time professional bar 
examiners. If they had practiced 
successfully in the state and 
were charged wi th keeping 
abreast of the every-changing 
facet- of legislation and legal 
techniques it is probably that 
they could dD a better job of 
drawing up questions , grading 
papers . and assisting students 
than is presently possible . 
Secondly. all students taking 
any state bar should be required 
to pDssess a diploma from an 
A.B.A. accredited law school. In 
addition, the requirements for 
accreditation should be 
- constantly tightenend and 
stricly enforced by an even more 
aggressive A.B.A. committee. 
Teaching law in this countr. is 
a serious business. Diploma 
mills, substandard law schools 
establised to generate cash for 
their financially troubled parent 
institutions , and other schools, 
like Marshall-Wythe, which 
have grown too fast fDr their 0\YI1 
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mentary on ",,,,,,,,u'r 
is necessary. 
good should nDt be a llowed to 
offer anything but the hest 
quality facilities, library 
collections: . and faculties and 
. staff to their students. 
Certainly, such changes would 
cause the failure of man, weak 
law schools . But the result would 
be law graduates having similar 
quality educational ba 'kgrounds 
and whose degrees would mean 
much more than they presently 
do. Differences hetween 
separate schools would a lways 
exist becau e of better faculties 
and larger library collections, 
size of enrollment, and that 
powerful, yet undefeinable 
\'a riable, reputation. Let's face 
it, Han'anl will always be 
Thirdly, in a return to a 
practice long since abandoned in 
this count ry, a mandatory 
"'~<O.t<.'m. of b.w app,.en\\ecch'p 
should be established in as many 
states as possible . Such a 
requirement would not replace 
three full years of legal study in 
an accredited law school. but 
would be used to augment a 
st udent ' s classrDom 
experiences. 
At lea t three months and 
perhaps as long as one year 
should be spent in clin ical 
practice either during 
attendance at law school. in the 
summer between sessions , or 
immediately after graduation . 
o ;;tudent, e\'en if he ha passed 
the har exam , should be allowed 
to practice on his own without 
the completion of this clinical 
practice requirement. 
It is certain that such a clinical 
program would offe r 
the ::-tudent invaluable 
experienC"e in the practi cal 
aspects of practicing law. The 
reactions of mo-t 1arshall-
W. ·the tudents I am acquainted 
with who were lucky enough to 
g t summer c1erkships \\'ith 
judges or firms were that they 
had lea rned as much in three 
months as they had in the 
pre\'ious year of law tudy. 
I am at pain to point out that 
not one clin ical class (lr 
experience is required for 
graduatiDn from thi chool (lr to 
qualify to take the \'irginia har 
examination. Perhaps with our 
own legal aid office. which will 
hopefully be in full (lperation 
next September, the faculty will 
evaluate the need for declaring a 
clinical cDurse a requirement for 
gradua tion. 
In effect, what am 
ad\'ocating is the de-emphasis of 
the bar examination as the most 
important requirement for bar 
admission. It should be retained , 
as it does serve the valuable 
purpose of uniform ally 
See "Exams," p. 6 
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Law Day 1976 Program 
Already Well Under-way 
Terry Grinnalds was recently 
named Editor-in-Chief of the 
revived Colonial Lawyer. The 
Lawyer plans to publish an issue 
this spring. 
The traditional first-year class 
projec t, Law Day , is 
approaching the serious 
planning stage at this time. 
The theme of the Bicentennial 
celebration of Law Day on May 
1, will be "Two Hundred Years 
of Liberty and Law." 
The programs, which wiII be 
conducted by the first-year 
class will have the objective of 
attempting to communicate the 
significance of law in the 
American scheme of 
government to the surrounding 
community, especially the high 
school students. According to 
first-year SBA representative, 
Jim Ronca , who is also 
chairman of the organizing 
committee, these ends wiII be 
achieved through the increased 
participation of the student body 
Inter'l Law Society Plans 
This Semester's Events 
Deepsea Mining 
ComestoM-W 
The Seminar on the 
Environment and International 
Law wiII be hearing a special 
talk , co-sponsored by the 
International Law Society and 
the Environmental Law Group, 
from Richard Greenwald . 
Greenwald is the General 
Counsel to Deepsea Ventures , 
In c . of Glouces ter Point , 
Vire:inia . Deepsea has claimed 
exclusive rights to mine the 
mineral nodules found on the 
ocean floor within a 60,000 
square kilometer area of the 
Pacific Ocean . 
Greenwald , a forceful and 
dyna mic speaker , will be 
hringing the class up to date on 
events transpiring since the 
filing of the Deepsea claim with 
the Secretary of State in late 
1974. Also included will be a film 
about deep-sea mining and an 
opportunity for the class to ask 
questions . For students who are 
interested in international or 
environmental law, this talk 
should be most exciting. This is 
an a rea of the law which is still 
a lmost totally unsettled . 
Deepsea 's claim is im attempt 
hy a priva te corporation to spur 
fhe development of interna tional 
and U.S. domestic law on the 
suhject. 
The talk wiII take place in the 
Sit' N'BuIl Room of the Campus 
Cent er on Tuesday, February 24, 
af 2 p.m . All interested students 
are encoura ged to a t tend . 
Refreshments will be served by 
the sponsori ng stude nt 
orga niza tions. So come and take 
ad \'a ntage of this oppor tunity .to 
see the law as it develops in this 
important area. 
Two Symposia To Take Place 
The International Law Society 
and the Enviornmental Law 
Group are joining with the 
\ irginia Institute of Marine 
Science and the William and . 
Mary Law School in producing a 
" Maritime Law, Science and 
Policy F orum ," which will 
consist of two symposia . Both 
the sponsoring student 
organizations pride themselves 
on being able to present to the 
law school community 
opportunities _ to hear 
outstanding speakers on a 
vareity of current legal issues . 
The two panel discussions 
scheduled for this spring wiII 
offer the chance for Marshall-
Wytlle students to meet with a 
number of first-rate experts. 
The first symposium, entitled 
" Extended Fisheries 
Jurisdiction - International and 
Domestic Implications " wiII be 
held at the \ irginia Institute of 
Marine Science in Gloucester 
Point. directly across the YorK 
River from Yorktown. The panel 
will be made up of a 
distinguished group of experts , 
including the following : 
- William Brewer, General 
Counsel, National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration . . 
- Dr . W. Jackson Davis , 
Assistant Director of VIMS. 
Member, Advisory Delegation to 
the Department of State for 
Middle Atlantic Fisheries 
Negotiations. 
-James E . Douglas , Jr. , 
Commissioner, \ irginia Marine 
Reso urces Commission 
Commissioner , International 
Commission for Northwest 
Atlantic Fisheries . 
- Dr. Daniel C. Lecouna , 
Member Argentina Bar, Senior 
Officer at the World Bank. 
Exper t on International 
Fisheries. 
- Dr. Ivar Strand, Resource 
Economis't. VIMS, formerl y of 
Depa rtmen t of Resource 
Economics , Universi ty of Rhode 
Island. 
The topic of extended fisheries 
jurisdiction is a very timely one, 
for both Houses of Congress 
have just enacted legislation 
which will increase U.S. 
fisheries jurisdiction to the 200-. 
mile limit. Such legislation could 
have a great effect in Virginia , 
with the large population here 
that ,is ~onnected with the fishing 
industry. It remains to be seen 
exactly what form the 
legislation will take as it 
emerges from the Congressional 
Conference Committee. 
Interested students , though, will 
want to avail themselves of the 
opportunity presented by this 
symposium to explore the 
...§.ubject fully ith ~o.roe 
outstanding experts in the field . 
The symposium will take 
place on Thursday, March 18, 
from 2-4 :40 p.m ., after which 
there will be a cocktail hour . 
Students desiring further 
information about the 
symposium , or interested in 
transportation over to VIMS, 
can contact either John KJein of 
the International Law Society or 
Terry Grinnalds of the 
Environmental Law Group. 
The second symposium, to be 
held April 8 in the Campus 
Center Little Theatre wiII deal 
with the topic "Maritime space 
se ." Further details of the 
second symposium will be 
forthcoming in later issues of the 
Amicus. 
Jessup Team Gets 
Down To Business 
The Marshall-Wythe Jessup 
Moot Court team is gearing up 
for this year 's regional 
competition. The written briefs 
are to be mailed out this week. 
The oralists - Glenn GilJett, 
John Klein , and Pat McDermott 
- will be working on their ora] 
arguments and practicing in 
front of panels of faculty 
members several times during 
the nex t few weeks. This 
practice in arguing before 
judges and the comments of the 
faculty panels should help the 
oralists hone their arguments 
a nd develop their speaking 
styles in preparation for the 
regional tournament which will 
be held at Rutgers University, 
Camden, N.J .. on March 12 and 
13. So while most M-W students 
are enjoying spring break, the 
Jessup team will be trying to 
improve on last year's Third 
P lace finish in regional 
competition . The most difficult 
act for this year's team to 
match, though will be Jim 
Dickenson 's performance as 
Best Ora list in last year's 
tournament. So if you hear the 
sound of voices engaged in 
fervent argument about the 
validity of an American action 
which caused the forfeiture of 
stock owned by an alien 
corporation, do not be upset . It is 
just the Jessup team polishing 
its_arguments . 
and "close co-operation with the 
local bar." 
Law Day presents special 
problems this year because the 
traditional date falls during 
exam week t hus students 
participation may be, in many 
cases , more limited this year 
than in the past because of the 
conflicts with exams or studying 
for them . 
While- it will probably be 
necessary to retain the May 1 
da te for the naturalization 
ceremony which will be held as 
before at the Wren Building, in 
the interests of co-operation with 
the local bar, the committee is 
considering holding the high 
school visitation during the 
preceding week. In this way 
student participation would be 
increased. As Ronca puts it, " It 
would not be necessary to drag 
people out of exams." 
It is hoped that interest in the 
naturalization ceremony will be 
increased by having a 
noteworthy speaker who will 
make the occasion more 
memorable for all. 
Ronca 's committee is also 
opening participation in the high 
school visitation to second and 
third year students who are 
interested. The ·committee feels 
that since many of the questions 
which would be asked by the 
high school s tuden ts would 
relate to specific and technical 
areas of the law, for example 
sales -and individual 
constitutional rights , with which 
first year students have as yet 
had little chance to familiarize 
themselves , the program could 
be made more useful to the 
participants by having 
upperclass involvemen t in 
visita tion. 
The most tentative of the plans 
have also been . laid for a 
symposium on the proposed 
revisions of the Virginia Code as 
relating to drugs and alcohol. 
Anyone who is interested in 
par ticipating in any way should 
contact either Ronca or any of 
the following: Joe Marinaro 
(high school visitation ), Tom 
Johnson ( na turaliza tion 
ceremony ), Pat Genzler 
(symposium ), and Tom Laver ty 
and Sharon Pandak (publicity). 
SBA 8.oard Sets Forth 
Committee Guidelines 
Foll owing disc uss ion this 
semester as to whether the SBA 
or the faculty has the pow'er to 
select student representatives to 
F aculty C om.mittee3 , gu idclincc 
have been adopted by the faculty 
and SBA. 
The text of the policy follows: 
1 All students interested in 
serving on Facul ty Committees 
must register their interest with 
the SBA President. 
2 ) It is the responsibility of the 
SBA President to publicize to the 
student body that he is accepting 
the names of those students 
willing to serve on such 
Committees . 
3) After having made his 
selections for the various 
Committee positions , and after 
the full Board of Directors of the 
SBA has approved his selections 
the SBA President will send a 
list of those students so 
nominated to the Dean of the 
Law School for his approval. 
4 ) If, for any substantial 
rea:>on the Dean of the Law 
School finds any student 
candidate unacceptable he is 
vested witht he power to veto 
that candidate. In such a case 
the Dean will then request an 
altern8tive candidate for that 
positiol'! be supplied by the SBA 
Board of Directors. 
5 ) If the Dean of the Law 
School has no objection to the 
slate of student candidates he 
will appoint them per the SBA 
suggestion . 
6 ) In the case of a vacated 
student position on a Faculty 
Committee or the creation of a 
new student position on a 
Faculty Committee the 
procedure et forth above will be 
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BALSA Speaker Explains 
Reformatory Education 
By Beth Hopkins 
On Thursday. February 12, the 
Black American Law Students 
Association and the Post 
Conviction Assistance Project 
joined efforts to present a 
lecturer from the Federal 
Reformatory in Petersburg, Va. 
Mr. Norbrey is an educational 
specialist at the reformatory 
and his principal duties include 
motivating the zeal and 
creativity of the inmates into 
activities of a constructive 
nature . The topic , Prison 
Rehabilitation in the 1970's , was 
quite informative and relative to 
the present interests of many 
law student. . 
Norbrey states when an 
inmate arrives at the institution 
he is generally in shackles and 
handcuffs. He is then quartered 
into the Admissions and 
Orientation unit where he will 
live for the next three or four 
weeks. The purpose of the 
Admissions and Orientation Unit 
is to orientate the new arrival 
with the institution procedures 
and regulations, and to give the 
staff an opportunity to observe 
tho:! new inmate before placing 
him in the genreal population. 
He will be assigned to a case 
worker and this worker will 
interview the inmate. 
"The purpose of this interview 
and the subsequent ones is to 
gain some knowledge of the 
offender's life history and to try 
to understand the motivation for 
his criminal behavior. This 
information will be used to plan 
the necessary programs and to 
establish goals for the offender ." 
In the meantime , the 
caseworker has received 
information from the U.S. 
Probation Office which contains 
the offender 's pre-sentence 
report, an account of the offense 
and any prior records. The 
caseworker than constructs a 
program that is beneficial to the 
individual inmate ' s 
development. 
If an offender is a drug addict 
he is assigned to the Drug Abuse 
program. The ultimate program 
goal is to increase the proportion 
of post release successes with 
the inmates through the 
attempts to apply a maximum 
num ber of therapeutic 
experiences leading to positive 
personal and behavioral change. 
JAN MAR 
Inmate participation in the 
educational programs is based 
on the individual needs of the 
inmate after testing and 
evaluation. All academic 
programs are open ended , 
ungraded , and taught with 
materials selected to satisfy the 
needs of each individual student. 
PrinCipal -'among these 
programs are education and 
vocational training , counseling, 
work and study release, and on 
the job training. 
If a student has an S.A.T. 
score of below 6 .. 0, he is placed in 
special education , if his score is 
6.1 thru 7.5, he is enrolled in the 
Intermediate Program, .and if 
his score is 7.6 or above he is put 
in the G.E .D. program. A score 
of 9.5 qualifies a student to take 
the G.E.D. Test. Equivalency 
certifica tes are issued in 
conjunction with the State 
Department of Education of the 
50 states. 
Students who can show proof 
of having finished high school 
can enroll in college courses. 
Classes are offered in Art, Black 
History , Income tax and 
bookeeping. This is not an 
exhaustive list of courses. 
Who is the Inmate at 
Petersburg? 
Most of the inmates range 
from the ages of 18 through 26. 
Many have a history of crime 
beginning with truancy, 
shoplifting, purse snatching, 
assault on teenagers, and gang 
fights , auto theft, and finally 
bank robbery. Most come from 
the major population centers 
from the East Coast and have 
served time before in State 
institutions. A large number 
come from broken homes with 
the mother as the dominant 
figure in the house . Their 
fathers , mothers, brothers, and 
sisters may also be 
incarcerated. To many, crime is 
a way of life. 
Many of the inmates have 
little interest in education. The 
only reason they go to school is 
because it is part of their parole 
plan, they may receive an early 
release. 
Homosexuality is prevalent. 
Inmates with strong sex drives 
will force others to comply. 
There are those who engage 
willingly in exchange for 
cigarettes, money , etc. 
BEAUTY SALON 
In The Will iamsburg Lodge 
HAIR CARE FOR MEN 
AND WOMEN 
Shampoo, Cut And Dry: 
Regularly $9.00 
Now For Students $5.50 
Call For Appointments 
229-4707 229-4212 
In conclusion, Norbrey stated 
that it is possible for an 
individual to be a first offender 
and to become so indoctrinated 
by other inmates while serving 
his time that he could turn to life 
of crime. Prison officials are 
doing what they can to solve the 
problems that exist within the 
prison system. 
orbrey, the father of second-
year student Beth Hopkins, has 
designed several programs in 
captivating the interest of the 
inmates. In teaching a math 
class, he discovered that the 
prisoners could not relate to the 
concepts. When he devised a 
bank robbery problem and each 
inmate was to receive 25 percent 
of the goods, the prisoners 
discovered that the 
mathematical concepts were not 
so abstract after all. 
Mr. Norbrey, . educational 
specialist. recently spoke on 
Prison Rehabilitation at a 
lecture sponsored by BALSA 
and PCAP. For more on this 
lecture see story opposite. 
Rules Of Degree Process 
Outlined By M-W Faculty 
Because members of the first-
and second-year classes may not 
realize the rules set up by the 
Law School governing degree 
process, the text of the rules 
follows: 
Full Time Study 
The academic program at the 
Marshall-Wythe School of Law is 
designed for students who will 
engage in the "full-time study of 
law" while enrdlled . The 
purpose of the regulations set 
forth below is to define the term' 
"full-time study of law." The 
regulations apply to all students 
who are degree candidates and 
exceptions may be granted only 
when approved in advance by 
the Dean or the Academic Status 
Committee of the Faculty. 
l. First-year students may 
commence their studies in the 
summer session or the fall term. 
2. Students shall complete all 
degree requirements not later 
than the end of the third 
consecutive spring term 
,following commencement of 
study. 
3. During the fall and spring 
terms, students shall complete 
not less than 10 hours of 
academic credit in each term. 
4. During anyone academic 
year all students shall complete 
not less than 26 hoUl:s of 
academic credit. 
5. Students shall not be 
permitted to register for more 
than 18 academic credit hours in 
anyone term. 
General 
Students who fail to complete 
degree requirements within the 
time period set forth above may 
be permitted, upon petition to 
and approval of both the Dean 
and the Academic Status 
Committee, to complete degree 
requirements thereafter under 
such terms and conditions as 
may be imposed by both the 
Dean and the Academic Status 
Committee of the Faculty. 
Definitions 
Throughout the regulations set 
forth above , there are 
requirements that students shall 
"complete" not -less than a 
certain number of academic 
credit hours during a given 
period. As used herein , the word 
"complete" shall mean: 
1. That the student is properly 
registered for the required 
number of academic credit 
hours ; and 
2. That the student shall 
receive a grade, including a 
failing grade in which no credit 
is otherwise earned, and 
3. Credit hours involved when 
a student withdraws from a 
course prior to the completion 
thereof shall no.t be counted . 
The term "academic year" as 
used herein shall mean the 
period beginning with the fall 
term and ending with the next 
succeeding summer session. If a 
student commences study 
during a summer session , the 
term "academic year" as 
.applied to such student shall 
mean the period beginning with 
a summer session and ending 
with the next succeeding spring 
term 
COURT SCHEDULE 
NINTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COMBINED COURT SarEDULE •• • GENERAL DISTOIICT COURTS & JUVENILE ~ DOMESTIC RELATIONS DISTRJ "j COURTS 
effective F~"'TUaTV 1 1976 
mNDAY TUESDAY Wf.ONESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 
c:ENERAL glSTltICT CF.NERAL DISTRICT GE.~F.RAL DISTRICT GF.NERAL DISTRICT "ENERAL DISTRICT 
YORl YORl 
IO-County Traffic. Dog 10- State Polic.e Traffic YORl( KING WILLIAM KI NG ~ QUEEN 1st 6 3Td 
Warden 6 City of 10- Com. At ty . - Sherifl 10- all cases 10- all cases 
Poquoson NEI1 KENT (except 3rd Dept . c>nd non pOlice 
II-Civil Tuesday in Jan .• "larch, officer WI LLIA.v.5BURG OlARLES cln 2nd 64th 
lIay. July. Sept . • )lov . ) 2- COr.! Atty - State 9- CO". Atty . City 8 9 : 30 Traffic & Cricinal 
WI LLI A.v.5BURG 9:30. 10:30 , 12 - Police State Poli ce 10:30 Ci vil 
9- C02 Atty. non police Traffic 6 Criminal 2- Coo. Atty. - County. 
officer. off duty 11:30 Civil WILLIAHSBURG College C Game Warder YORK 2nd & 4th 
police officer. non 12- Game Warden 9 . 10, 11- State ~olice 3: 30 GaJ:le \\'arden (non 10 • Special matters by 
$!:overn~nt31 police Traffic Coco Atty .) appoin t ment 
officer, ABC officers MIDDLESEX 1st & 3rd 9 : 30, 10 : 30 , 11 : 30 Ci!y 
1 : 30- Civil 10 - Traffic if Criminal Police Traffic 'fATHEWS 2nd 64th Iii LLIA.\ISBURG 1st & 3rd 
11 - Civil 10 : 30 County Traffic 10- Traffic ~ Cri minal 9- Spe c ial r.'Iatters by 
11 :30 College Traffi c 11- Civil appointment 
GLOUCESTER 
10 - Traffic 6 Criminal 
11 - Civil 
JUV. r. w.!. REL. DIST. JUV. & D<Y.-f. REL . DTST . JlN. & DO~ I . REL . DrST. J IIV . & DO~f . REL. n rST. J lN, ~ DO~f . REL. DIST. 
GLOUCESTER (except 1st !fATHE~"s 1st 6 3rd UNG 6 QUEEN 2nd 64th NEil KEST 2nd 64th YORK 
Monday in Jan . • "'arch, 10 10 10 10- Doc. ReI. & Adult 
May. J u ly. ~t •• Nov.) Criminal 
10- J uveniles ~f1DDLESEX 2nd ~ 4th KING II'ILLIA.'l 1st & ·3rd CHARLES CrN 1st 6 3rd 
2 - Doe Rei . ~ aclul't cri_ 10 10 10 PROVIDENCE FORGE 
Special matters by 
WILLIAMSBURG (first IIILLIA.'5BURG GLOUCESTER YORK appointment 
t hree _days) 10 - Juveniles Special matters by 10- Juvenile Criminal 
10 - no.esti c Rel a tions appointment 2- Juveni Ie Traffic 
and adult c rillinal 
RUSSELL M. CAIIIIEAL (GDC) J .R. Z1!PnN (CDC) WILLIAM T . BAREFORD (CDC) J OHN G. SOlIDER (JDR) HERBERT I. L. FEI LD (JDR) 
P .O. Box 316 P. O. Box 452 P. O. Box 166 P.O. Box 159 P . O. Box 398 
Torlttow.. Va. 23690 lIilU_burl. V • • S a l uda. Va. 23149 Providence For ge, Va. Gloucester, Va. 23061 
23185 23140 
pIIaBe: 117- 5007 - phone : 229- 2483 ph one : 758-2325 phona: 966- 2295 phone: 693-4 850 
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HANES BRIEFS 
The following people were recently selected as members of the 
t. William Seitz society: Margaret Askew, Paul Bartolotta, Parker 
ann , Charlotte Carter, Dave Duff, Linda Duggan, Grier Ferguson, 
Ton Giorno, Mark Gregory, Dennis Heileman, Mark Horoschak, 
Doug Ka hle, Rick Lane, Joe Marinaro, Jim McAtamney, M.F . 
Morris, Sharon Pandak, J eff Puff Presley Rixey, Jom Ronca , Bill 
harp, Mar k Slaughter, and Page Williams. Honorary faculty and 
staff members selected were : Anne Forbes, Dulcey Fowler, Warwick 
Furr, Irma Lang and Colonel Walck . 
Students planning to attend the summer school program in 
E xeter this summer, or contemplating going, are invited to attend the 
March 4 meeting of the Law Wives Association, at 8:30 p.m . in the 
Campus Center. During the program, Professor Walt Williams will 
show films from last summer in Exeter. Refreshments will be 
provided. 
Eve ryone who has written or worked for the Amicus Curiae this 
past year should read the notice posted on the Amicus door , Room 103 
of Rogers Hall. 
An informational meeting for students interested in working on 
tlJe Amicus Curiae next year or interested in applying for the editor 
position will be held F ebruary 25 at 3 p.m . in the Amicus office Room 
103 Rogers Hall . 
~veryone is encouraged to attend the Environmental Law Group 
Semmar Wednesday March 3, at 7:00 p.m. The place is to be an-
nounced. Mr . Sam Brown, vice president for Design and Construction 
fo~ the y":gi~ia Electric Power Company, will be the guest lecturer. 
HIS top~c IS The F uture of Nuclear Reactors in Virginia." A slide 
how wdl be presented. This lecture is very important in terms of the 
environmental impact on the irginia waterways. 
ew members of the J efferson Inn P hi Delta P hi Legal 
Fra terni ty inducted Kent Brown, Charlotte Car ter, Sa lly Collins, 
Elizabeth Car ter, Linda Duggan , Ernest Love Don Schneider, and 
Tom J ohnson a t a ceremony conducted in the Chapel of the Wren 
Building on February 13. 
In an effort to provide maximum opportunity for student in-
volvement the Colonial Lawyer has extended its deadline for the 
submission of articles to this Frid a-y , February 27. Anyone who has 
pictures, stories, poems, and articles should contact Virginia Perry 
or Terry Grinnalds by then . It may be possible that even this last 
deadline may be waived lor those interested parties hwo ha ve an 
article planned but are presently pressed for time. One article has 
been submitted by Professor Brion and concerns itself with the 
workings of the Sta te Water Control Board. 
The A~icus wishes to congratulate Acting Dean Emeric Fischer 
for completmg the dona tion of his sixth gallon in the Red Cross Blood 
Progr~m . Fisc~er wh.o has been donating now for about ten years, 
gave hiS forty-elghth Pint a t the Bloodmobile in the Methodist Churdi 
on Richmond Road on Friday, February 10. 
Wash and wear hair. 
And how to get it. 
The New You Shoppe 
Styling F or Men and Women _ ..... .....1 
1424 Ri.chmond Rd .. 
~942 
HOURS 
Mon .-Sat. 9-5 
Thurs . 9-9 
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M.a~y of you ~o dou?t r~d the a recess in an effort to give the many of you will remember , is 
Judi.clal Councll n~tJce m the Council a chance at reviving the the author of that new book, 
last Issue of the AmICUS. It read : Witness s memory. This Torture and You which critics 
'Charge : Cheating; Verdict : eleventh hour tactic proved claim promises t~ be as big a hit 
Innocent. " Have you ever futile however as even the old as his last work 
wondered what the case was reliable rack and crew failed to Th umb crewing and Branding : 
really about? Well , after much produce lhe hoped-for results. The Bleeding Hearts' Solution to 
effort and money this reporter Wiz continued to assert that he Traditional Punishment. 
was able to get the inside story "must have been wrong," and no As for G. Wiz, rumor has it 
that he is hiding at the palatial ' 
estate of the Saint William Seitz 
Society and will be unavailable 
for any further comment. Stay 
tuned for more tales of the 
on what went on . For those other witnesses were presented 
Honor Code fanatics , we suggest to contradict his statements. 
that you stop reading right now. In face of all this Vice-Justice 
As for the others , I humbly Barbara " Crossing-The-River" 
present: Jordan was forced to acquit the 
The Ca e of the accused . The final verdict 
Judicial Council next week when 
I will bring you: The Case of the 
Hone t Liar . 
Mistaken Informant prompted Justice John 
The most unusual trial of the Richardson to issue a ringing 
century abruptly ground to a dissent in which he called for a 
halt last week when the Judicial 
Council 's star and only witness, 
G. Wiz, suffered a lapse of 
memory during his testimony. 
Wiz was testifying during the 
trial against himself, a case 
heard because of charges that 
Wiz was c heating on his 
Evidence exam last semester . 
the cha rge of cheating against 
G. Wiz was made by Wiz 
himself. 
In an interview after he was 
acquitted of the charge Wiz said 
that at the time he filed the 
charge, he did so because of the 
Honor Code provision that 
anyone who witnesses a 
violation of the Honor Code also 
violates the Code by failing to 
report the violation. " The way I 
figured it, it would be bad 
enough being guilty of violating 
one portion of the Honor Code 
without also violating the 
reporting clause of the Code." 
However, once on the tand 
and questioned about the 
identity of the cheater , Wiz was 
unable to adequately identify the 
accu ed. According to an inside 
source , Wiz stated that he " must 
have been mistaken about the 
cheating incidenL " 
Later, Wiz said that once the 
grades for Evidence were 
posted, and he received a OlD" 
grade, it became obvious that he 
had not cheated after all. ' Any 
idiot should have been able to get 
a better grade than that, even 
without cheat.ing," he claimed . 
With the loss' of G. Wiz's 
testimony , lhe Council's case 
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Updating Necessary 
For Validity of Exam 
Continued from p. 3 
screening all applicants for 
admission. But it needs to be 
u ed in conjunction other 
improved requirements to 
insure the quali ty of new 
attorney . With apprenticeship 
programs , better law 
instruction, and more 
meaningful law degrees the goal 
of producing the best attorneys 
possible would be better served 
than is presently the case. 
My con tant referral 
'uniformity" in this 
commentary is not to say that I 
fa or com plete and total 
homogeneity . The laws and legal 
procedures in many state court 
systems. such a in Louisiana 
and California , are very 
different from those in the other 
tate . Local laws and practices 
must be respected and 
preserved . These differences 
add flavor and further meaning 
tp the local practice of law. 
However, the fact remains 
that most law schools now teach 
a " national law.' Except for a 
couple of exceptions , my classes 
here at Marshall-Wythe have not 
overemphasized Virginia law. 
even though seventy percent of 
the tudents are Virginia 
residences and most of them will 
take the Virginia bar exam. 
Thi legal educational 
practice coupled with the ever-
increasing importance of the 
Federal Court System, the 
Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure , the .C.C. and 
many other national uniform 
codes, restatements , and legal 
practices makes 'uniformity ' 
appear to be the American legal 
wave of the future . Some 
members of the profession are 
even now openly questioning the 
need for a dual state-federal 
court y tem . They point to the 
fact that both England and 
Canada have effective national 
court y terns. It is at least 
something to think about. 
FinalJy, I want to make clear 
that the suggestions I have made 
here are meant to be just that. 
My purpose has been to openly 
challenge the status quo. I don 't 
pretend to have all of the 
answers nor do I know enough 
about the subject matter to be 
com pletely sure my ideas are 
even all that practical. 
My major goal has been to 
shake up people's thoughts on 
the matter . Perhaps a member 
of the faculty or one of my peers 
with ome spare time (if such a 
person exists!!) would care to 
sally forth in defense of the bar 
exam in particular or the bar 
admission process in general. I 
would welcome any comment , 
criticism. or even a full-blown 
reply to this commentary. 
<11nlt & ~rntt 
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J Sports Action Accelerates 
As Play-Offs Approach 
PAST HIGHLIGHTS 
The Law School intramural 
basketball scene was focused on 
two squads from the Caterpiller 
league last week. The Yankees. 
undefeated on the season. and 
King's Bench. 3-2. met in a game 
'vital to each team's play-{)ff 
a pirations. Speculation had it 
that the game would be a tight 
one. though King's Bench. 
having played the roughest part 
of their schedule and in good 
health. were given the slight 
edge. Only the "St. John's 
Statistic" (also known as the 
" Mallo Marvel" . thought the 
King's Bench would win easily. 
The game actually was not 
that closely contended - in fact. 
King's Bench won 83-39. Rod 
Seaford began the hot-shooting 
deluge which sank the Yankees 
hitting from every place on the 
court and finishing with a game 
high 28 points. Ron Anderson 
and Whitey Ourednik 
complimented Seaford s 
brilliant shooting while Jerry 
Bromeil controlled the boards. 
The game shattered the Yankee 
\vi nning streak and was such a 
rout that many, including the 
. St. John 's Statistic, ' thought 
they might never win again . 
The Yankees themselves had 
some doubts - particularly 
because their next game was 
against the Kimchees. the 
league-leaders who had beaten 
King's Bench by 15. But, in one 
of t he most inspired 
performances of the season , the 
Yankees defeated the Kimchees 
58-54 and re-entered the play-off 
picture. The Yankees' victory 
left them one game out of first 
and ahead of King's Bench in the 
standings . 
In " A" league action , Greg 
Barton 's Pieces remained 
unbeaten. The toughest part of 
their season is still ahead of 
them. but Pieces should do well 
on their way to the play-offs. 
Pieces is the strongest Law 
hoi squad and has the best 
chance for post-~eason success. 
RECE~T ACTIOiIJ 
Pieces ran into a rough part of 
their schedule recently against 
Boerwinkle. The team suffered 
its first and only loss of the 
season. pla~ing below its 
customary level of good tough 
basketba ll. Boerwinkle 
controlled the backboards with 
aggressive play and a policy of 
non-intervention by the referees . 
The loss left Pieces closer to the 
pack in League A at 6-1. but with 
a share of first place and an 
apparent trip to the p!.ay-offs. 
For the Turkeys , 1-5, whose 
team play is. not deserved of the 
space given Pieces. there is 
recognition for some of the 
players who contributed to this 
illustrious record . Peter 
Welling. who SPECIFICALLY 
requested some ink, has the best 
moves of any hockey player on 
the court. Smartschan and 
Hoffman have the highest 
combined academic average of 
any forwards in the game -
unfortunately they have 
matched it with their scoring for 
the team. Cabell remains the 
biggest Turkey of all. and things 
have gotten so bad th~t Dick 
Dubin has been sneaked onto the 
roster. Kauffman and Young 
have been the guards , though 
Young has had little success 
using his patented "lull~m-to­
. sleep , move which he perfected 
in Fowler's Evidence class . All 
in all. the Turkeys have made it 
a team effort. 
The Yankees and King's 
Bench are involved in a tight 
play-off race. The Yankees. led 
by balanced scoring and tough 
defense 'are 6-1 , while King's 
Bench. a potent offensive team , 
is al5-2. If the Yankees win their 
BSA Board Discusses 
Housing; Studen.t Fees 
In an unprecedented 
maneuever that both surprised 
and delighted its members , the 
BSA held its February 19 
meeting " under the sun amid the 
beauties and joys of man's 
natural environment." 
The main topic for debate 
revolved around House Bill 545 
which would require all student 
activities fees to be approved by 
40 per cent of the Student Body, 
and permit any student to 
decline to pay his fees at all. 
subject to a charge for any 
student activity attended . (See 
Editorial Page for further 
commenL ) 
Another topic of discussion 
was a potential $2 increase in 
general student activities fee. 
No definite action was taken . 
Also. a proposal was discussed 
which would allocate a lump 
sum to the Publications Council 
from the student activities fees 
(minimum annual funding of 
$57 ,500 for 1976-77, and 
thereafter 10 per cent cost-of-
living increase per year starting 
in 1977, with onl)' this latter 
amount subject to BSA power). 
This proposal will be acted upon 
at the next meeting. 
A report was made on 
potential housing for 25 per cent 
of the graduate student body in 
the future. This figure is still 
under committee discussion . 
This subject promoted a lengthy 
discussion on the desireabili ty of 
recommending the creation of a 
"super-housing" committee 
(with one graduate 
representative ) to formulate 
housing 'plans and recom -
menda tions for College 
President Thomas Graves and 
the Board of "\ isi tors . The 
resolution on this was placed in 
the BSA housing committee for 
future action . 
Although a major part of the 
meeting was limited to reports 
and discussions , one action of 
major concern to the Law School 
was the recommendation by the 
BSA to Governor Godwin that 
Sharon Pandak, a first-year law 
student, be placed on the Board 
of Visitors to voice student 
concerns. After limited debate, a 
resolution to this effect was 
approved without dissent. 
final game. they will make the 
play-offs and King's Bench will 
be out - if they lose. it is 
possible that both teams could 
make the play-offs as lwo teams 
go from this league. 
Rumor has it that 7th Cavalrv 
is 5-2 with a good chance to mak~ 
the play-offs. If the team could 
get into post season competition 
their first year inexperience 
could be a problem. Members of 
thE' Turkey squad have 
volunteered their experience to 
thE' youngsters should they reach 
the play-offs. 
Law Review is fini hing up a 
season made tough by their 
League A placement. The team 
had some unfor tunate injuries to 
overcome in the early goings 
and has no real play-off hopes. 
l\EXTISSUE: THE PLAY-
OFFS!!! 
Members of the 7th Cavalry 
gather under the basket. The 
team stands at 5-2, and rumor 
has it that the team stands a 
good chance of making the 
playoffs . 
Placement Office To Begin 
Updating Mailing Lists 
By Louise Murtagh 
Placement Officer 
On Wednesday. February 4, 
1976 , the Placement Officer 
participated in a panel 
discussion which took place in 
the Campus Center Little 
Theatre. The topic was "Careers 
in Law and Criminal Justice ." 
Bruce Rigelman , Assistant 
Professor of Government. was 
moderator. Other members of 
the panel were Robert 
Easterling , recent graduate , 
Marshall-Wythe School of Law 
and former pre-law advisor; 
Mae Kuykendall , Staff 
Associate, National Center for 
State Courts ; Anthony 
Guenther, Associate Professor 
of Sociology, William and Mary; 
Catharine Li. Institute for 
Paralegal Training, 
Philadelphia: and Louise 
Murtagh . Director of 
Placement, Marshall-Wythe 
School of Law. The program was 
attended by undergraduate 
students interested in pursuing a 
law career or a lternative 
careers for which the study of 
law \vould be valuable. 
Responses from 
Commonwealth's Attorneys 
continue to come into the office. 
Three new openings for summer 
interns are in the offices of the 
following : H. Martin Robertson 
Commonwealth 's Attorney. P.O: 
Box 8. Hopewell, VA 23860; John 
. Lampros. Commonwea lth 's 
Attorney for Roanoke County. 
Salem. \ A 24153; and W. Charles 
Poland . Commonwealth's 
At torney for the City of 
\\'aynesboro , First and 
Merchant ' s alional Bank 
Building. Waynesboro. \ A 22980. 
A letter from Judge William 
G. Plummer . ineteenth 
J udicial Circuit of Virginia, 
Fairfax Coun ty Courthouse. 
Fairfax. \ A, announces that he 
is now scheduling interviews for 
prospective law clerks to serve 
for a term of one yea r . beginning 
July 1, 1976. The pay will be 
approximately $12.000.00. For 
further details. a copy of the 
letter is posted on the Bulletin 
Board. 
The Placement Office is ready 
to update mailing lists for the 
spring in vitation-to-recruit 
.'WI1Iiamsburg ~cquet eJhop 
Stringing' Specialists 
TE~S, SQUASH, HANDBALL, RACQUETBALL 
EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES, SHOES & APPAREL 
605-8 Prince George St. - Phone 220-2319 
424 Prince George 
Merchants Square 
·Tel. 220-0298 
which is sent to more than a 
thousand law firms. federa l 
agencies. corporations with in-
house counsel, and the military. 
Suggested loca li ty preferences 
will be searched . The flyer sent 
with the invitation will be 
en larged to include more 
description of the Law School 
and of the College. Also , to be 
included is new data which we 
hope will serve to educate 
prospf-ctil{e employers to the 
fact ~hal women do make 
excellent employees. 
Publications which have come 
into the office are: Federal 
Go"ernment _Le'ga l Career 
Opportunities. 1976, Professional 
Care!'rs for the Defense Lawyer. 
Business Aspects of the Legal 
Profession . . and Career 
Placement after Law School 
Graduation . As publications 
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Moot Court Faces 
'----+---1 Future Fin·ancial Problems 
ACROSS 
1. new dean 
5. not written 
9. feminine underclothing 
10.-- land use 
11. 16th letter of Greek alphabet 
12. main trunk of arterial system 
14. Order of Preachers (abrev .) 
15. tennis - to hit 
16. conjunctive 
17. -- and Gift Tax 
19. ink-
20. preposition 
22. associated meaning of a word 
26. inanimate object 
Z7. <!"'piO!;ivQ 
28. prefix meaning "against" 
29. sister's daughter 
32. " Albert used a chair" 
33. C6H5CH3 
36. Spanish for "three" 
37. completes 
38. not new 
40. chem. -ruthenium 
41. a picture, as of a scene 
43 . laboratory (abrev. ) 
44. Masters in Business Ad-
ministration (abrev.) 
46. UCC note 
49. to consume 
50. authority 
51. part of a whole 
52. United States (abrev .) 
53. briefly 
DOWN 
1. Student Bar Association 
2. equal--
3. used to row boat 
4. First Amendment ---
5. musical instrument 
6. strikes with light blow 
7. indefinite article 
8. March 17 program 
11 . " marijuana " - slang 
13. preposition 
15. Calif. city (abrev.) 
18. comprising the whole 
21. 2,000 pounds 
23 . teletype (abrev .> 
24 . negotiable ---
25. city in N. Japan 
26. state of a person's mind 
30. old age (Archaic) 
31. shopper 
34. aristocratic 
35. feminine name 
39. money owed 
42. Miss Hearst 
45. property given as surety on a 
person 
46. commander (abrev.) 
47. in debt 
48. masculine title 
50. father 
51. ancient Sumerian city 
-~(Ij~ 
You may be looking at 
a future President. 
Supreme Court Justice. 
Secretary of State or 
a dropout. 
Feb. 28 
7:30 & 10 p.m. 
Andrews ·Hall 
$1/ student 
By Nathan Schenker 
The Moot Court program here 
at Marshall-Wythe is not 
overwhelmed with support. Still 
we all take some pride deep 
down inside in the Moot Court 
activities, granting that for 
some this feeling is deeper than 
for others. That which most 
visably arouses this pride is the 
Marshall -Wythe Invitational 
held in the spring, at which we 
play host to a number of schools 
in the area , before a prestigious 
Moot Court Bench. This event is 
plumeting toward extinction as a 
result of a lack of funds. 
The financing of the 
Invi tational is basically as 
follows. To run the event 
properly. a fund of 
approximately $1 ,600 is 
necessary. This must be spread 
out over expenses for the judges, 
such as meals, travel , and 
lodgings , the materials 
necessary for the competition, 
mailing, awards, and the 
banquet for the contestants , to 
name the most prominent items. 
The source of funds for this 
year is solely the fees paid by the 
five teams of $80 each, and a 
generous $950 from the SBA - a 
total of $1,350 - a budget which 
is far below the necessary $1 600. 
But where can corners be cut in 
running the Invitational? Some 
cuts have been made in using 
less prestigious, more local, 
judges on the panel , and the 
most inexpensive banquet 
facilities. But even at that the 
budget is strained . 
The obvious solution is to get 
moro funds c.·om oth<!r !Oource!O , 
but the Moot Court program 
finds itself in a catch-22 position 
where it cannot fill anyone's 
requirements for funds. The 
American Bar Association at 
one time contributed $450, but 
has cut the program because it is 
not "wide-scale" enough. The 
BSA has cut its $450 contribution 
because it calls the program 
~'academic," and the State has 
cut its $400 contribution because 
the program is not 
academic enough! Finally, the 
deficit could be attacked by 
Libel Nite 1976 
Open 'March 17 
In Phi Beta Hall 
In a few days, tickets will go 
on sale for that decadent 
extravaganza - Libel Nite, 1976. 
Libel Nite this year will open -
and close - on March 17 in Phi 
Beta Kappa Hall. 
Once again, in keeping with 
legal tradition, a grain and 
vodka punch will be served one 
hour before showtime (8: 30 
p.m .). 
The theme of this year's play 
will be "media happy," and will 
feature such skits as "Flash 
Fischer," Swinder 's "The 
Sting," and Williamson's 
"Behind the Corporate Veil." 
(In view of the Bicentennial, a 
special Marshall-Wythe salute is 
being planned,) 
Due to inflation, tickets will 
run at $1.00 each, but sources 
say that a special rebate is being 
planned provided, however, it's 
tied to a cut in Congressional 
spending. Dances, songs, punch 
and laughs - all for $1.00 a shot 
- who said there's no such thing 
as a cheap thrill . 
raising the entry fees , but it is 
more likely than not that a 
significant raise would prove 
prohibitive to the competing 
teams. 
I see no easy solution to this 
predkament. But it is obvious 
that the Invitational cannot 
survive without the involvement 
of old sources of funding or the 
stimulation of some new 
sources. 
It would be very unfortunate, 
indeed, if the positive effect that 
the Invitational has on Marshall-
Wythe's reputation is only 
recognized post mortem. 
Class Changes Subject 
Of SBA Resolution 
This semester, a few law 
classes were changed after 
registration was completed. In 
some cases, students registered 
for one class , to be taught by one 
professor, only to find later that 
the class would be taught by a 
different teacher than expected. 
Although the professor should 
not " make or break' the class, 
at times a student registers for a 
particular professor teaching a 
class - often because the 
student likes the professor more 
so than others , or the student 
just finds that it is easier for him 
to learn from one professor than 
another. 
When the class professor is 
changed after registration , the 
student has been denied the 
choice of selecting the professor 
from whom he wants to take the 
course. This is not to say that the 
substituted professor is "bad," 
but just that students, like 
everyone else, have favorites. 
Because of the switches made 
after registration a t the 
beginning of this semester , the 
SBA unnniInous ly adopted the 
following resolution, printed in 
fu1l: 
WHEREAS, the practice of 
professors ' unilaterally 
changing the scheduled meeting 
times of classes , after 
registration, operates to the 
detriment of students by 
crea ting conflicts wi th the 
students' other scheduled 
classes, and 
WHEREAS, the practice of 
professors' agreeing among 
themselves, after registration , 
to exchange courses they are 
expected to teach operates to the 
detriment of students by 
rendering nugatory the student's 
tacit right to choose instructors, 
and 
WHEREAS, the practice of 
professors ' regularly extending 
the duration of class periods 
beyond scheduled time limits 
operates to the detriment of the 
students by creating conflicts 
with job commitments, _ with 
family responsibilities and with 
other scheduled classes ; and 
whereas this same practice 
often inconveniences professors 
and students waiting to use 
rooms in which classes are 
meeting overtime, 
BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED, 
that (we) the Board of Directors 
of the SBA respectfully suggest 
that the faculty take action : 
1 ) tn prpvp.nt thp. changing of 
scheduled class meeting times 
without the unanimous consent 
of the members of the class , and 
2) to prohibit the exchanging 
of courses by _ professors 'after 
registration, and 
3) to require professors to 
observe the scheduled time 
limits .of their classes. 
Discusses Funding 
Of New Law Building 
Student Bar Association Vice-
President Steve Conte reiterated 
just recently that the battle for 
the funds for a new law 
school building is anything but 
over. Terming reports that the 
funds were included in Governor 
Godwin's budget erroneous, Mr. 
Conte (who is heading the 
lobbying effort in Richmond) 
expressed a concern that 
students were becoming 
complacent and secure in what 
amounts to an incorrect belief. 
The proposed budget on which 
hearings are now being held 
does not include any funds for 
the construction of new 
facilities . There is an extra 
$100,000 to be alloca ted to the law 
library , above the regular 
funding , but in looking at the 
capital outlays item on the 
-budget, where the building funds 
would be located, there is no 
money for the new building. 
The error or misinterpretation 
resulted from Governor 
Godwin's speech in which he 
stated that, should certain of his 
newly requested taxes be passed 
by the legislature, then a 97 
million dollar high pri ori ty 
building fund could be released. 
Absent that though, and there is 
DO new law school 
. As Conte explained, "We're 
recognized as being within the 
high priorities capital outlays 
category, but we are not in the 
budget itself. What this in 
essence means is that without a 
concerted lobbying effort 
resulting in the passage of the 
new taxing proposals, there will 
be no funding for a new law 
school." 
Conte in describing the 
lobbying effort to date notes that 
certainly a stronger letter 
writing campaign could do no 
harm. As of now, Conte and the 
other lobbyists are traveling to 
Richmond and while in the 
capital , personally visiting 
certain of the legislators. Also 
the initial letter writing 
campaign ' has begun to bear 
fruit, with some of the legislative 
responses arriving. These return 
letters are posted on the 
bulleting board outside the SBA 
office. 
It appears then that the 
complacency of students, 
generated in part by the 
confusion over the budget 
proposals, is unwarranted , and 
could in fact prove fatal to the 
efforts toward the funding of the 
new building. 
